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Local birders have long recognized Hawkin

Road in Burlington County, NJ (Figure 1) as a reliable

breeding location for Prothonotary Warbler

(Protonotaria citrea), also known as the “Golden

Swamp Warbler” (Tishner 1979).  This historical

knowledge, coupled with recent events recounted

below, led us to study the individuality and stability

of Prothonotary Warbler song through the analysis

of sonograms (audio spectrograms).  If male

Prothonotary Warbler vocalizations are unique and

unchanging, our results could create a valuable

research and census tool.

Introduction

In 1996 August (‘Augie’) Sexauer erected four

Prothonotary Warbler nest boxes in Bear Swamp,

Southampton Township, NJ (39°53' N, 74°46' W).

The following year he added ten boxes from which

thirty-three young fledged.  In 1998 the Audubon

Wildlife Society, with Sexauer as chairman of its

Acquisition Committee, secured grants from the

Ingersoll Fund and matching funds from the New
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Jersey Green Acres Program to purchase 340 acres

along Hawkin Road in Bear Swamp.  This parcel plus

The Natural Lands Trust holding of 500 acres formed

the 840-acre “Bear Swamp at Red Lion Preserve.”

With the future of this Prothonotary Warbler breeding

habitat secured from development, it became feasible

to begin a long-term study of male vocalizations.

This preliminary report of the first four years of

fieldwork is part of a larger project conducted by W.

John Smith at the University of Pennsylvania and

colleagues. Also, research by Bryan et al. (1987)

alerted us to the fact that “songs of a

given male [Prothonotary Warbler] were

stable over time; we recorded three

color-banded males during two

consecutive months...and one of these

banded males in successive years.  We

could detect no change in the songs of

these males.”  Smith had developed a

research program (unpublished) to

survey avian breeding populations by

recognizing individual male songs from

analysis of sonograms (visual

representations of sound plotted against

a time axis).  His technique shows

whether individual male songs are stable

(i.e., unique and unchanging) and that

changes can be recognized by visual

inspection of a sonogram or by statistical

analysis of frequency and time

characteristics.  This discussion is limited

to visual analysis.

Similar studies to those of Smith using

qualitative (visual inspection) and/or quantitative

(statistical) analysis of sonograms have been done on

Bald Eagle (Haliaetus leucocephalus) (Eakle, et al.

1989), “booming” Great Bitterns (Botaurus stellaris)

(McGregor et al. 1992), and more than twenty other

species.

Figure 1  - Schematic of study area, with location of nest boxes
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Habitat

Bear Swamp at Red Lion Preserve is located

along a transition zone between the inner and outer

Coastal Plain Physiographic Provinces.  Our study

area is a riparian corridor along second order (Miry

Run) and third order (Little Creek) streams which are

bordered by mature, closed canopy deciduous wetland

forest.  Nest boxes were erected in the streams,

maintaining a separation of 100 meters or at other

locations considered to be attractive nest sites.  Three

years of drought conditions have lessened the flow of

the streams and resulted in significant drying up the

flood plain.

Methodology

Males return to Hawkin Road in mid-late April

and begin to establish breeding territories within

several days.  In 2000-2002 we attempted to record

and color mark each male we encountered using a

USGS FWS band applied to the right leg and

individualized two color plastic bands on the left leg.

Birds are referenced by their left leg colors beginning

with the proximal color, i.e. a bird with Yellow over

Blue was denoted YB.  In subsequent breeding seasons

we attempted to relocate color marked males, and

record their songs two or more times per season.

Optimum recording was achieved when the bird’s

color bands were visible and the line of sight to the

microphone was unimpeded.

Vocal Analysis

Recordings used in analysis were selected for

clarity.  Songs from the beginning, middle and end of

a song bout were digitized, labeled, and saved.  They

were digitized using the software applications Canary

1.2.4 and Syrinx 2.1F (Bioacoustics Research

Program, Cornell Laboratory of Ornithology, 159

Sapsucker Woods, Ithaca, NY 14850;

www.birds.cornell.edu/brp).

DHJ used a Sony TCM-50000EV (Version I)

recorder with a Sennheiser ME-66 microphone fitted

with a Sennheiser K-6 power module and SME-BA3

microphone amplifier.  DMG used an Optimus

Cassette tape recorder from Radio Shack fitted with

an omnidirectional electret (lapel microphone) affixed

in the spout of a 6" diameter plastic kitchen funnel,

equipment that yields excellent resolution within the

necessary frequency range.

A simple way of “eye-balling” sonograms and

spotting significant differences is to print the song of

each bird at the same scale, and line up the sonograms

against a light so that the songs overlap.  In our

experience, sonograms of the same bird will be seen

to coincide smoothly and differ from those of almost

all the other birds in the area.  This procedure has

been validated repeatedly in the psychological

literature with naive observers who successfully

recognized and categorized large numbers of obscure

images.

Prothonotary Warbler Song

Males in the genera Seiurus, Geothlypis,

Helmitheros, Limnothlypis, Oporornis, and

Protonotaria share a song system that includes a

primary and an extended song (Spector 1992).  The

primary song for these species is the repetition of a

single note in daylight, often used in interactions with

other males.  The extended song is longer, more

elaborate, and used during aerial flight displays.  No

recording of Prothonotary Warbler extended song is

known (Petit 1999).  A “whisper song” can be given

when a threat appears; DMG recorded one instance

of this rare song.

The primary song of a Prothonotary Warbler is a

series of 4-14 notes, modulating between 2.5-9 KHz

and increasing in amplitude toward the end.  The song

can be repeated up to 5-6 times per minute and is often

described by the mnemonic ‘sweet-sweet-sweet’.

Figure 2 shows ten “note-types” illustrating

individual vocal signatures from ten birds in the study

population.  The human ear cannot detect the

difference in these note-types, but the sonograms are

clearly different.  The core of our investigation is

whether these sonograms correlate with individual

males.  Moreover, does a male change from one note-

type to another, or does he modify or alter his chosen

note-type?  Can the extent of change or the stability

of the song be established so that this procedure could

be used in research or surveying?

Recognizing Individual Prothonotary Warbler Males from Sonograms
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A small number of

Prothonotary Warblers,

about 4% in two

geographical surveys

(Bryan 1987), use a

double-noted song.

These birds begin a song

with one note-type and

then change to a different

note-type for the final 1-

3 notes of the song (see

Figure 3).  Occasionally,

birds with double-noted

songs sing a single-note

song, usually the note

from the first part.  We

encountered two birds with double-noted songs, YY

(shown in three consecutive years in Figures 3a, 3b

and 3c) and YR, also 4% of our sample. YR was

recorded only in 2001 and no single-note song was

recorded.  YY used a single-note song, but much less

frequently than that reported by Bryan (1987).

Although the pair of note-types used by YY and YR

was similar, a visual inspection of the sonograms

showed them to be different.  In our experience a bird

with a double-noted song can be recognized by ear in

the field.

Field Work

During the 2000-2002 breeding seasons, sixteen

males were color marked, but only four birds (RR,

YY, YW, and WW) were relocated in succeeding years

and re-recorded.  We did record several birds in 1999

as we prepared for the study, but none were banded.

In 2000 we color banded five males and recorded

their songs; one female was color banded at Box 6.

When sonograms were compared with those from

1999, some were identical, but without having done

color marking in 1999, we could not confirm that the

same bird produced them.

In 2001 we searched Bear Swamp for the five

color banded birds, and relocated RR and YY from

2000.  Brief recordings of RR were obtained in May

2001 before the bird disappeared.  The note-type was

unchanged, but further analysis from the weak image

is impossible. We banded eight new males (of the nine

that were present).  Sonograms of three of the males

Recognizing Individual Prothonotary Warbler Males from Sonograms

Figure 2 - Ten note-types of Prothonotary Warblers from Hawkin Road 1999-2000. A

note is the part of the song separated by a relatively short period of silence on a

sonogram. By an equally useful definition, a note is a continuous line on a sonogram.

Figure 3a - YY

Figure 3c - YY

Figure 3b - YY
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showed very similar note-types. The banded female

nested again in Box 6.

In 2002 DHJ streamlined the fieldwork by

viewing sonograms daily and identifying note-types

not present in the previous season.  This enabled us to

target our banding effort to new males before we spent

hours trying in vain to see leg bands, the most

frustrating and tedious part of the study.  We banded

four new males and relocated YY from 2000 and YW

and WW from 2001.

Recognizing Individual Prothonotary Warbler Males from Sonograms

their vocalizations caused him to alter his note-type.

It would thus appear that Prothonotary Warblers do

not learn their songs from “local tutors,” as observed

in some other passerine species (Nelson 2000).  Since

we could not control the variables that affect song

acquisition in the field, laboratory studies would be

required to test this inference.

Of the returning birds only YY was relocated

and recorded each year.  Furthermore, YY’s song can

be identified from sonograms of 1999, before we

began color marking, thus providing circumstantial

Figure 4a - YW 2001

Figure 4b - YW 2002

Figure 5 - OY

Figure 6 - YG

Figure 7 - WW

Results

YW, a 10-11 month old male, according to

plumage characteristics (Pyle 1997), exemplifies song

stability in a young bird.  We wondered whether this

inexperienced bird might change or adapt his song

when in competition with or in proximity to older

males.  YW was banded in 2001 and extensively

recorded.  He never mated and sang incessantly into

July.  Significantly, we detected no change in YW’s

song when he returned in 2002 (compare Figs. 4a and

4b).  He counter-sang with YG, WG, and WO, each of

whose note-types were different from his, but none of
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evidence of an unchanged note-type and song over

four years.

The notes of OY, YG and WW (Figures 5-7

respectively) illustrate how difficult it can be

sometimes to identify individuals who use the same

note-type.  These examples, all from 2001, show that

very fine visual distinctions must be made if

individuals are to be identified, while also

demonstrating that visual inspection of sonograms is

not sufficient in every case.  WW’s note has a decidedly

horizontal shoulder and a sharp inflection point where

the inverted “V” begins, making it appear different

from both OY and YG.  OY and YG have smooth up-

sloping shoulders without a strikingly different

inflection point.   If these birds were not color marked,

we could not say definitely that they were different

individuals.  More recordings and statistical

measurements might eventually enable finer

distinctions to be made.

When sonograms are subtly different, as in the

cases of OY, YG and WW, then it can be helpful to

define statistical limits within which one can safely

discriminate between songs of different individuals.

In this study, we considered a frequency difference of

0.3KHz or less to be insignificant.

Our goal was to develop an efficient tool for

identifying individual Prothonotary Warbler males

with an accuracy of >90% in a study area.  Visual

examination of sonograms enabled us to identify 93%

of the males at the Hawkin Road - Bear Swamp site.

Indeed, these males had what can be described as

“signature songs,” which were uniquely identifiable

by sonogram and remained constant throughout the

breeding season and for as many as four successive

years.  Of the 27 males encountered, only two (YG

and OY) could not be reliably distinguished.

With the exception of double-noted birds whose

song can revert to a single note-type, there are no data

to suggest that the song or note-type, once adopted,

ever changes.  In summary, our sonogram voice-prints

of the Hawkin Road Prothonotary Warblers were

sufficient to identify the vast majority of males in

season and year to year.

While we observed substantial note-type fidelity

in our sample, we also observed slight differences and

similarities in a small group of individuals.  Small

differences were not unexpected because note-types

are broad categories allowing each individual male a

range of variation in song. If the range of natural

variation were established for each individual’s song/

note-type, identification could be even more certain

in the very similar examples.  However, this would

entail a lengthy and difficult process requiring an

enormous number of measurements over a long period

of time.  Only after such work might quantitative

measures, such as those described by Falls (1982), be

used to identify individuals more precisely.

A benefit of this procedure as a census tool, by

itself or in concert with other census methods and point

counts such as Breeding Bird Surveys, or MAPS, etc.

is the mitigation of count duplication.  Each census

method has inherent flaws and biases, as well as

problems in execution.  Some methods are more

feasible, more costly, and/or more intrusive than

others.  Some techniques also require a high skill level

on the part of the observer.  This signature voice

recording method can be carried out by a moderately

skilled operator with simple recording equipment, a

PC and free software.  Furthermore, a behavioral

researcher could identify males on site with a recorder

and a laptop computer loaded with Canary or Syrinx.

Broader utility of this research tool requires that a

sufficiently high proportion of conspecific males

actually have distinguishable voices and/or song

patterns, and that differences have been established

by the process described here, species by species, in

extensive field work and data analysis.
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